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Dear Readers,

I welcome you to the Christmas Issue which is the fourth Issue of PAROUSIA Magazine. I bless God for 

the success of the previous issues which are Easter Issue, Purity Issue and September Issue. I am grateful 

to God as PAROUSIA Magazine is a year older already. All glory to his name.

My sincere appreciation goes to the Board of Advisors Oyin S. Oludipe, Su'eddie Vershima Agema and 

Tola Oyediran for their encouragement and support. Thanks for being there. Also, my gratitude goes to 

you our readers for reading PAROUSIA Magazine and our esteemed contributors for sharing your 

creative works with the world through PAROUSIA Magazine.

This issue is the last issue for the year and a unique one. In this Issue you will be reading an amazing non-

fiction which begins the issue 'Santa's Wish' by Lucia Key Reyes. Outstanding non-fictions you will be 

reading are 'A Bleeding Conscience' and 'Your Prime Identity' by Simeon Sodeinde and Michael Oluseun 

respectively.

Also you will be reading a remarkable Fiction ' by A Letter From Persia – Thou Peacock Among Queens!' 

Chalya Princess Miri-Gazhiave. In poetry we have noteworthy poems from Samuel Kamugisha, Nome 

Patrick Emeka, Onwuchuruba, Francis Ikedichukwu, Rick Davis, Showunmi Olawale, Elemide Benjamin, 

Odoemenam Joseph Echezona, Kariuki wa Nyamu, Enigmatic Olumide Bisiriyu and Shola Balogun.

We have beautiful and captivating paintings to spice up your reading from Jumoke Osinloye.

Relax, enjoy and get blessed as you read the Christmas Issue of PAROUSIA Magazine. I pray that the 

reason for the Birth of Jesus Christ who we celebrate in this season will be manifested and rooted in your 

life. Amen.

Welcome to PAROUSIA Magazine Christmas Issue #4!

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Tola Ijalusi

Publisher/Editor PAROUSIA Magazine

EDITORIAL
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W
hen I decided to respond to an advertisement I saw in the newspaper, soliciting 

musicians to double as bell ringers for The Salvation Army, my Mother panicked.  

“People will think you are a recovering alcoholic.”  she said.  Puzzled by her 

comments, I ignored her warning, and showed up for the interview, anyway.  And as part of the interviewing 

process, I sang “The Little Drummer Boy” which I had practiced the night before.  The interviewer was 

stunned.  “Why do you want to be a bell ringer?”  he asked me.  And I told him “Well, my Mother told me 

not to, because people will think I'm a recovering alcoholic.”  And before I could proceed further, the 

interviewer interrupted with “Yes, they will.”  Again, I was puzzled.  As other than gleefully rushing to place 

a dollar bill in the kettle with my brother when I was little, I had no experience with The Salvation Army.  

Therefore, I was quite taken aback that I was receiving such dire responses from all sides.  However, I 

assured the interviewer that I had sung Christmas Carols for several years with a professional Christmas 

Caroling group, and as a result, I thought it would be fun to combine the Christmas caroling with the bell 

ringing.  He sighed out of disbelief and decided to sign me up, in spite of myself.

 Immediately, upon my first assignment, in the middle of a busy mall, it became clear that any 

Christmas caroling on my part, would take a back seat to the actual bell ringing.  For the mall was filled with 

noises and sounds from every direction; from the piped music coming through the speakers in the corridors, 

to the rock band playing in the Macy's wing, to the light-hearted folk tunes that made one want to skip and 

hop as the children's carousel circled around, and lastly, to the din of the crowds themselves as they ate their 

dinner from some of the fast food restaurants in the dining area.  Plodding along, I continued my bell ringing 

and hoped that it would somehow carry over all of these various sounds throughout the mall and encourage 

everyone to stop by The Salvation Army Kettle.  And, I admit, I also mastered the art of counting down the 

hours as the days went on; quickly trading in my heretofore comfortable high heels, for a pair of truly 

relaxing and comfortable tennis shoes.  

 I soon learned that my brother and I weren't the only little kids who eagerly rushed to donate a dollar 

into the red kettle. As time and time again, I would see parents beam with pride, when their little children 

figured out how to fold the dollar bill in just the right way, so that it would easily slide down the groove of 

Luisa Kay Reyes

Santa’s Wish List
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the metal or plastic kettle. I also learned that WWII vets, especially, were very moved by and thought very 

highly of The Salvation Army.  As they frequently stopped by and shared with me their various stories of 

how The Salvation Army had helped them so much while they were stationed in Europe during the great 

war.  And, I even received stories from accomplished looking ladies, who told me The Salvation Army had 

helped them get back home-after they ran away to Chicago as rebellious young teenagers.  

Then, there was the fellow who wore a reflector vest over his winter clothing.  He, unfailingly, would come 

into the mall on a daily basis to walk around.  And while he was obviously somewhat mentally challenged, 

his dedication to his exercise routine was unhampered.  Soon, in spite of his previously established pattern, 

he included a stop by my stand to his daily walk and drop either a penny or a nickel into the kettle with 

much earnestness.  He explained to me that he felt it would bring him good luck, if he did so.  I didn't know 

what to say, but I really did hope it would turn out as he wished. 

Since I was a regular at the mall during the bell ringing season, I soon became acquainted with some 

of the other seasonal employees at the mall, including, the mall Santa Claus, who was the bearded and 

rotund son of a preacher who had lost his way, but was now straightening his life back again.  He had been 

on food stamps and this was quite an opportunity for him to get a foothold on his life and earn some much 

needed extra income.   He worked very hard and kept long hours.  And, with his outgoing personality, he 

was an enormous success.  A fact, which was attested to by the lines to get a picture with Santa Claus being 

so very long, that I would often have to move my kettle stand slightly.  In order to ensure that I was not 

overrun by hosts of families with their young children standing in line,  all laughing and dressed in their 

holiday finery.  As we began talking, during the few times our breaks coincided, the fellow portraying Santa 

Claus asked me about the fellow in the reflector vest who walked around daily.  I told him that I didn't know 

anything about him, except that he would always donate a penny to my kettle.  The Santa Claus then 

informed me that the fellow would also stop by and give him his Christmas wish list on a daily basis, as 

well.  A list which included a new reflector vest, a stopwatch, and a whole host of other items.  All of which 

would come to a fair sum, if purchased new.  
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The closer it got to Christmas Eve, the colder the weather turned.  And the winds brought snow with 

them, as well.  Since Santa would leave before Christmas Eve, as the final days approached before his 

departure, he asked me to make sure and stop by his stand, before my shift was up.  When I did so, I saw 

Santa pull out a bag full of presents and hand them to the fellow in the reflector vest.  The fellow in the 

reflector vest was visibly taken aback and speechless, but he began opening his presents, as Santa 

instructed.  The first thing he opened was a bright and brand new reflector vest, which he immediately put 

on.  And then Santa helped him set up his new stopwatch, as well.  After opening up all of the other presents 

on his list, Santa asked him if he had done good.  To which the fellow nodded in affirmation.  Then, as Santa 

attended to other children standing in line, all most eager to present to him their wish lists, as well.  The 

fellow in his new reflector vest turned to me and said he was worried people would think he had stolen all 

of these brand new things.  I assured him as best as I could, that it would be okay, Santa had just come early 

for him.  

The next day, the fellow stopped by Santa's once again.  This time, proudly sporting his brand new 

reflector vest and carrying in his hands, a letter from his sister.  As she explained to Santa in her letter, she 

had severe breast cancer for which she was undergoing strenuous treatment and she had cried many a time 

as she worried about her brother and what would happen to him.  But, thankfully, Santa had helped assuage 

her concerns with the knowledge that he had remembered her brother so very generously.  And, of course, 

being a manly man, Santa was humble and made light of what he had done. But, I could tell, that he was 

bravely fighting back the tears.   And as the following day arrived, when the fellow proudly sporting his 

new reflector vest stopped by my kettle, he dropped a penny into my kettle, as was his custom.  But, this 

time, he didn't say it would bring him good luck . . .  he told me, that it already had.  
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For 15 cool years, Christmas eve was the day dad came home, his head
sinking in his neck under the weight of a sack of beef, rice and bread in
his hands. Welcomed by a basketful of millet flour mum milled on our
grinding stone.  My sisters manicuring the compound lawns. Planting 
banana trees all over. Decorating the house with flowers, tree branches
and success cards.  Then a sumptuous meal. Belching. Little bellies swelling
 to bursting point. The parading of new clothes. Watching Rambo at a local
shack for 100 Shillings. Impressing village girls with chewing gum and later
misbehaving with them in the bush near home or the plantation. The singing 
of X-mas  carols, knocking at doors to sing for the occupants for a few coins. 
trailing off in pairs and moaning in painful ecstasy under village trees. 

Nohire  was the day we showed off our clothes: the holy attire contest
Like many others, it'd be my first and last time in church in 365 days
The day we caught up with friends some of who'd been working in Kampala
We envied them of the Kampala city. Even the pastor did and introduced
them to the congregation that filled the church and briefed them on what 
had been done and what needed to be done – and asked them to contribute.
A sumptuous meal awaited. Then we w'd go eating life. Splashing the whole
year's savings. Unaware of why Baby Jesus was born.

A whole 15 Christmases. Wasted. until the day, the happy day, when Jesus
was born in my heart. Disrobing me of the stinking and alcohol with which
I staggered to the pulpit after the altar call. The guest pastor had preached
about the meaning of Christmas  and I was a pack of all the wrongs committed
on that day. The acts that disgraced Baby Jesus and made Mary's heart writhe
in pain and angered God the father and the Holy Spirit. I cried: Jesus I accept you. 

_____________________________
 Nohire: Runyankore-Rukiga equivalent of Noel, Christmas   

  Samuel 
  Kamugisha 

Oh Happy Day!

ISSUE 4
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Squirming  with labour pangs. Visibly dead beat from 
the journey from Nazareth to Bethlehem's census point
baby ready for delivery out of Mary's round belly
A tinge of urgency in Joseph's voice and a finger at Mary 
pointing, he begged the town's inn-keeper: an emergency room
Please, she's in labour. No room, returned the reply.
The Creator's son had no room in an inn built on land he
formed with his father. Only a manger was not as congested
for the world's Saviour's birth place shared with stinking cattle
mowing: happy birthday Baby Jesus; congs Blessed Mary
while the crickets shrilled away in jubilation and mosquitoes 
hummed: welcome dear baby: this is Bethlehem! 

History knows no man so pitiless like the inn keeper whose
hotel was so chock-a-block for a woman in labour. Couldn't
he have offered the custodian's room or the reception or paid off a guest?
Which human being abandons a woman in labour to the beasts
in Bethlehem's farmlands or the trepidation that accompanies dusk?
What kind of heart did he have: wooden or made of stone?
Did he ever hear the word “love” in his life. What about “sympathy”
What of compassion or did he just not want to associate with the 
Wretched couple of potter and carpenter fidgeting to produce 
Bethlehem's next taxi tout or whore as he must have imagined?

For his heart of stone will history know him as the biggest loser who 
missed the chance to welcome the creator of the earth into the earth
He created with His Father and the Holy Spirit. And the opportunity to
welcome the King of kings and Lord of lords into the world. And the 
chance to accommodate the owner of all accommodation. And the blessed
honour to host the Lord of hosts. And a rare chance to have his name
included into the books of history for I'm still looking for it in my Bible. 

Bethlehem’s Inn Keeper ISSUE 4
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Joseph, Bethlehem's renowned carpenter 
Had his eye on the village legendary potter 
Mary but never dared fondle, caress and sleep with her
Never visibly mortified her when she
Declared she was oddly pregnant: He only sought
To end engagement on the sly.

But the Joseph of Kampala
Under lust's dark cloud and credence
Will unzip the pants of the Mary of Kampala
On first date in the City Square dusk and 
Hollow Mary will softly moan his sweet cruelty
Update her Whatsapp status to
Enjoyed my first date with powerful Joseph
Sprinkle Facebook with photos of their kissing
Curl her lip at the pastor sermonizing chastity
One Sunday to Christmas:
Does virginity pay bills
Or do carpenters make furniture out of hymen?
How could the Bethlehem's Mary and Joseph be so raw?

The Joseph of Kampala will brand Mary loose with
her legs when she announces: “we're pregnant!”
It can't be me; go find the one who
planted The foetus into your uterus
And blame not the Holy Ghost for you're not the Bethlehemite Mary
He'll blacklist her,   block her on all social media sites, shift to
another neighbourhood. And the Mary of Kampala will abort
For the seventh time and the next day, Christmas, she'll will
Piously sing in contralto: Long time ago in Bethlehem...
While Joseph supplements in bass: So the Holy Bible Says... 

The Joseph and Mary of Kampala ISSUE 4
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H
ello.

My name is Vashti. Some of you may still remember me. Some of you might have heard of me. 

Some, of course, have never heard my name. That's ok. You see, it was entirely my fault…

A very long time ago, you may find this hard to believe, but I used to be the queen of Persia. My last 

name was Ahaseurus. I was called queen Vashti and I was wife to the greatest King of my time. My husband 

was the great King Ahaseurus, King of all Persia & Medes.

I was renowned for my beauty and celebrated as the queen of Persia. If you doubt me, then by all 

means, look me up in the book of Esther chapter 1 verse 11. The royal poets described the pulchritude of my 

person as thus: 

Queen Vashti, of the alabaster skin… her pearly eyes overwhelms the hearts of mortal men

Our queen Vashti of wit and poise, ten thousand songs can't sing your tale

Another poet described me as:

O behold the Queen Vashti

O behold the one endowed with the beauty of a goddess

But my favourite was:

“thou art the irreplaceable Queen Vashti; a peacock among queens. The stars bow to your star for 

your destiny outshines the fairest of them all.”

Whoa! How I loved that poem. I loved that poem so much that I named the fountain in my garden: 

'the Peacock of Fountains.'

Chalya Princess 

Miri-Gazhi

 A Letter From Persia – Thou Peacock Among Queens!

ISSUE 4
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my attention and O how I loved the jostle by ardent admirers striving to get their poetry to be read to 

me. It was all fun and an enjoyable part of being the queen of Persia.

As queen, it goes without saying that I controlled all the women affairs of my day. I remember how I 

used to hold court, sometimes in the west wing of my quarters, and many times in the majestic splendour of 

my garden famed for its rich variety of exotic flowers brought to me from all parts of the world. I can still see 

the fountain of peacock I commanded to be constructed for me right at the centre of my garden. It was 

constructed by the best skilled workmen of my days and no expense was spared in its construction. It was the 

poetic phrase 'a peacock among queens' that got me to build a fountain that was beautiful enough to pander 

to my ego and pride. The fountain was surrounded by statues of peacocks overlaid with pure gold and the 

peacock tail was overlaid with nothing but the best of precious stones. At night, the falling water from the 

fountain made the peacocks glitter like stars and in the day, the sun set-off the dazzling colors of the gem 

stones. Instead of stones, I had algum wood for my walk-ways and had bronze pillars made. Golden exotic 

flowers were placed on top of these pillars and statues of supple but athletic young men and nude young 

women were casted beside the pillars bowing down to a monument of myself in the middle of the Peacock 

fountain.

Because my husband the King had fleet of ships that went to places like Ophir to bring back rich 

cargoes of gold and precious stones, I was always decked in gold and gems of the best quality. I had gold & 

diamond beads stringed around my head and clasped about my neck. I never used silver as my jewellery 

because it was so much in abundance in my Kingdom, it was considered as nothing in my days. 

I had music played to me from all kinds of musical instrument while I laid supinely on my ivory-

casted chaise lounge. Musical sounds from the lyre, the harp, the ocarina and all kinds of musical instruments 

ushered my presence in and out of my gardens. My jewel adorned feet walked only on petals thrown by slave 

girls before my path. Exotic nude dancers covered only by scanty leaves, were brought to dance before me 

daily.

ISSUE 4
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And I knew how to make an entrance too for when I did, all eyes stopped on me and all activities 

paled into insignificance; people always tried to drink in my beauty for I rarely stepped out for ordinary 

public functions only the most special of functions got me to unveil my beauty.

Was it conceit or was it arrogance? Call it what you will, I had it all. My king would do anything I 

asked and he gave in to my whims and impulses all the time for I was his beloveth queen and he refused me 

nothing!  

Until I committed the unpardonable sin… 

I had waited six months for King Ahaseurus to send for me during the one hundred and eighty day 

feast he had organized for all the kingdom of Persia. He didn't. I waited all through the last day of the 

second feast and still he didn't. Not until the very late hours of the last day of the feast did he send his 

distasteful eunuchs to come get me. I was so furious and piqued that I – the great, the beautiful, the 

legendary queen Vashti - was going to be showed off to his drunken officials like an expensive acquisition of 

the King. But I was even more upset that after all my wait for one hundred and eighty days, he only chose to 

th ndsummon me before the local citizens of Sushan on the 7  day of the 2  feast. He dared to send for me on a 

day I also was entertaining the women of Shushan so of course when the summons came rather late, I was 

making merry with the women and had too much to drink. In my tipsy state of mind, I arrogantly refused to 

obey and I said no! I dared him and said no!

Now you have to understand who King Ahaseurus was to understand the gravity of my offence. He 

was commander in chief, ruler, and King over one hundred and twenty seven provinces from India to 

Ethiopia that made up the whole Persia and Media Empire. He was the most powerful King in the world at 

the time above all and sundry and no one had ever defied him and lived to tell the story. So when he decided 

to hold a one hundred and eighty day feast to display his majestic grandeur, wealth and might, it was no 

ordinary year. It was six lavish months of socio-cultural festivities, a display of the Persian might, the best 

that King Ahaseurus had to offer in every area of human endeavour – only the best of the best in activities 

such as sporting, artistry, dancing, poetry, culinary, beauty, you name it were offered. 

ISSUE 4
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The who-in-who of all Persia and Media were there to behold a display never before seen in their 

life-time! It therefore went without saying that on a day of his choosing, King Ahaseurus would want to 

display his regal queen who was famed both far and wide for her legendary beauty and majestic fascination.

And I said No!

I dared to say no to my King in public! I dared to publicly say no to the King of Persia and Media; I 

dared to say no to the commander in chief of the whole 187 provinces from India to Ethiopia and with all 

my perceived intelligence, I chose the wrong time to say no – before all the great people who held the King 

in great esteem and whose opinions mattered to the king! 

By saying no, I disrespected my husband and King before the whole world. By saying no, I 

humiliated the great King Ahaseurus, the conqueror and vanquisher of the great kingdoms and nations that 

made up the Empire of Persia and Media and before the very people he reigned over. What was I thinking! 

Was it the wine that said no? Was it my bruised pride that said no? Was it my arrogance or conceit that said 

no? Was it my exulted position that said no? Or was it the heady flowery compliments, and the grand picture 

of myself as a goddess standing in the peacock fountain that made me say no? I think it was all of the above.

I forgot my place – just for an imaginary moment. Maybe that moment was the gradual 

amalgamation of many conceited moments peaked into one decisive moment. Whatever it was, I lost my 

head and with one grave mistake, one word, one moment, one day, I fell from grace to grass.

After what I did, I heard the King was livid. I heard rumours and whispers from my serving ladies 

and even the king's eunuchs that my matter was considered a serious violation of royal etiquette and was 

being deliberated upon by the royal council of the King's advisers. I didn't take it seriously. I laughed it off 

and told my maidens that the King had more important and pressing matters of the Kingdom than wasting 

time over a mere domestic matter between the King and Queen. And that he would cool down after a while. 

After all, what was a little tiff between the King and Queen – so I thought. I didn't give it a second thought. I 

was the beautiful Queen Vashti after all. Where would the King find another beautiful Vashti like me! O was 

I proud. I even strolled to my Peacock of Fountain and made one of my ladies read to me one of my most 

favoured poems describing the uniqueness and rareness of who I was while I fanned myself with one of my 

petti-fans: 

ISSUE 4
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“thou art the irreplaceable Queen Vashti; a peacock among queens. The stars bowed to your star 

for your destiny outshone the fairest of them all.”

On that fateful day, the King's eunuchs marched purposefully into my gardens with an unreadable 

expression while one of them held up a scroll and began reading the King's edict out to me – was it Bigtha 

or Biztha, I can't remember – as he read the edict, my heart stopped for a moment and I knew that my reign 

as queen Vashti was over! Just like that!  They gave me the copy of the edict when they finished reading and 

turned and walked away. I read it again and again and again and it had the royal assent of my husband the 

King on it.

I dared to take my King and husband for granted. I allowed pride and vanity to gain the upper hand 

over me. I got carried away by the ceaseless flattery of adoration. I got carried away with my external 

beauty and forgot that beauty begins from the inside. I forgot my place as the queen was beside my husband. 

I was stripped of my royal status and banished to another part of the palace never again to stand before the 

great King Ahaseurus. I became ex-queen Vashti. Oooo to have been a queen of an empire as great as the 

Persian empire and then to become an ex-queen overnight was the most horrible and most painful 

humiliation ever to happen to any queen. It wasn't that my King had died. It wasn't that my King was slain 

or even deposed. There was no palace coup then I could have blamed it on a coup. I brought this upon 

myself. Better if I had never been queen; better if I had even been demoted to a royal concubine then I could 

have still seen my King and maybe work my way back but I was stripped, banished, exiled and relegated to 

a hidden obscured part of the palace, never to stand in the presence of my King ever again! All because I 

was proud and vain and foolish and my senses took leave of me for an instant!

Sob sob sob.

At the end, the King never found another Queen Vashti, no. He didn't want another Vashti. Instead 

the King found a newer and better Queen Esther. People say, she was the fairest of them all. The King even 

named a holiday after her called 'the Feast of Esther.' King Ahaseurus found a better and finer replacement 

for the Peacock of the Fountain – he found – Hadassah the slave girl, orphan turned queen. And the 

Peacock, yes, I, the Peacock of the Fountain was never seen again! 

ISSUE 4
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Now mothers use my name to tell stories to their daughters about the consequences of a disrespectful 

wife. Vashti is now synonymous with everything bad-mannered. They sing with my name saying:

Beautiful Vashti

Vashti was a queen

Vashti was the Peacock queen

But Vashti had no sense

And Vashti tumbled down

Came Esther with a smile

And God was on her side

Esther was the beauty queen

Esther had a lot of sense

Queen Esther won his heart 

Alas the irreplaceable Queen Vashti was replaced by a slave girl and diminished by the legend of 

Queen Esther – I hear she played a key role in the deliverance of her people called the Jews of Persia!

Signed

Regrettably from

Ex-queen Vashti Ahaseurus

ISSUE 4
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Wield my eyes around your words
like the wrap of dust in a whirlwind

that if I may kiss dust and swear at/
against your generousity (air-breathe

water-drink, food-eat, words-speak)
with my yearn for sins & iniquities,

I'd snap back into life in your words.
My mouth. Never let it rest in praise

of your infinite mercy running into
my soul & washing all my worries

into a tiny fleck of crushed dust & dirt.
Wrap my tongues into tunes of psalms

of you, O! Lion of Judah & pride of Joseph.
Make my mouth a trumpet of angels.

Shackle my feet with chains of you–
holy, righteous, humble, kind & just

that my steps may pour an elixir of
your grace into hearts of humans.

Make me a grand tool of manifestation
shuffling & reshuffling hearts with joy.

Drown me into the river of your grace.
Above all, dip me into the jar of your blood
& pull me into the arms of forgiveness.

SANCTIFY ME

Nome 

Patrick Emeka 
ISSUE 4
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Take me Lord
into your sanctuary
peel me like a ripe banana
& munch me, mesh me
& ground me into ash
& sprinkle me at your feet;
there I can feel you on me
like footprints ashore.

TAKE ME ISSUE 4
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Darkness has been ruling the world
And in pride like the parading turkey 
With its full wings well spread
It asked "who can subdue me?"
Having already left the entire world in bondage and depression
For none could cure the protracted wickedness in the 

Due to its protracted and reign of tyranny
In "Brownian motion" the world moves
Making confusion and errs
To engulf the human existence
And in faithlessness and hopelessness
All wished to go to the land of silence.

But joy and hope are restored
Owing to the prophetic announcement
Revealing the coming of the antithesis of darkness
Capable of bringing changes
And quenching all lingered cataclysmic darkness
That is ruling the world.

In hopeful expectation
The world awaits "The Light"
So illuminating to shatter
All kinds of darkness
And bringing a new dawn
That can restore the lives of the awaiting believers.

"The Light" is human personified
That will come through a Virgin
And in shame, Science and Nature stand to wonder
Because in words, they can't explain the mystery 
Behind "The Light" when born
Indeed "The Light" is Supernatural.

"The Light" is so humble
He chose inn instead of hospital
Manger instead of a comfortable bed
During His parturition that wasn't common.

Let all sincerely await "The Light"
By removing all impediment
That could serve as an opaque object
And prevent us from receiving this Light in our lives.

AWAITING "THE LIGHT"

ISSUE 4
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In gleeful pains she gnashes
All alone she cries
In the inn without doctors
Or consoling and helping nurses.

The husband keeps praying
Telling her to keep on enduring
For the agony will soon be ending
For the time is approaching.

The guarding angel is on the alert
With his sword like a militant to protect
Even the stars are ready to illuminate;
The moon is ready to brighten the night
For it is the birth of the Great Light.

The angels are ready for the Alleluia chorus
The birds are already perched for their songs
Even the darkness is ready to quit in pains
The animals in the inn are gripped with surprises
To honour the Virgin in labour.

THE VIRGIN IN LABOUR ISSUE 4
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RICK DAVIS

I sit
In a coffee-house
As I so often do,

Alone,
But never
Left alone

Sitting anonymously
In the warming crowd

Disappearing
In a favorite
Stuffed oversized
Chair

As if hiding
In a peaceful
Winter cloud.

I peer
Outward

Smiling
Inwardly

With my
Body tingling
In restful
Relaxation.

A man
At a small table
Sits by himself
Next to chilly
Drafty glass,

Struggling not
To cry.

Tears
Escape his eyes
As his head
Trembles,

And he takes

Off his glasses,

Coughing,

Feigning,

Quite convincingly,

A cold

Or allergies

And for a few

Ephemeral seconds

I feel

What it is like

To be him –

To be

Le� alone

And so,

For a moment,

I, too,

Shake

As if some kind

Of spiritual

Power surge

Flows through me,

And then,

So quickly

I am back,

Floa�ng in peace

On the wheels

Of Cuban music.

The man coughs

I-THOU

ISSUE 4
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Nothing to console

As I don't
Know him
And can't
Sustain
His hell.

I pray.

Once again
I feel the man's
Palpita�ng heart

And I spiritually
Touch him

Bathing him
In pink promising light.

Now he is “OK,”
Touching his
Expertly
Styled hair

And gets lost
In turning
Newspaper pages.

For now,
He has hidden
Depression's emp�ness

And maybe,
Just maybe,

God answers prayers.

ISSUE 4
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Sin
Like rain
Drumming

Causes me
To feel
Prayerful

So, with
Veneration
And dragon
Fierceness

I spiritually
Fly
Inside,

Through the
Vastness
Of the galaxy,

Leaving behind
A crowd
Of sorrows

And stars
Begin to
Burn

Beginning
To feel
Dawn dew
Air,

Remembering
Harmless
Paper napkin
Ghosts.

CONTEMPLATIVE PRAYER
I look
At my
Red heart
Pulse

Encountering
A fountain
Of Jesus' blood.

I am aware
Of a weak
Force of evil

In rising oceans
And eyes
Like furnace
Doors.

I whisper
A hymn
Like a hex

And watch
Evil being
Locked in a coffin

Not covered
With roses,

And for
Awhile I feel
The pull
Of Divinity

And the
Temptation
Of sin

So I watch
A green sun
On the
Meadow

Of tears
While darkness
Spills
Across
The sky line.

But now,
I move
Into peace

Entering
A serene
City by the sea

As an
Angel
Locks
The door

Of the prison

Of blackness.

I am free.

ISSUE 4
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Simeon Sodeinde

A
s a member of staff and part-time photographer under professional photographers in a showbiz 

and entertainment company, I have had the chance to meet and see a number of celebrities. 

Ranging from on-screen/on-air personalities to recording artistes and actors etc. I have even 

had direct contact with some of them, but more importantly I've been able to observe them behind the scenes and 

back stage. On a particular occasion while doing a video coverage for a comedy show, I was forced to focus and 

catch every single act that occurred on stage through the lens of our camera; as the show went on I saw many acts 

and performances but one struck my heart to the point that I felt it physically. A teenager (from my assessment) 

was called up as the next act. Her first appearance made me think I was viewing a seminude masquerade of poster 

colours. She came out and of course began to chant about what most artistes sing and rap about "love, 

affection"etc. Midway into her song (which had to be cut, as is the legislation of events organizers for most up 

and coming acts) she went to pull out the MC and in a bid to thrill the crowd began holding and rubbing off on 

him in a very sensually explicit manner. Of course he yielded because it had to be a complete act. There was an 

uproar in anxiety from the crowd coupled with ecstatic endorsement from them. But I stood there aghast and 

sorry for her. I suddenly felt like I was looking at an entertainment slave who would do anything silly for the 

applause. 

At the end of her, permit me to say "manifestation" and performance, she went  off stage. 

For some reasons my boss allowed me a recess that same time (after her performance), and as I walked back 

stage, I saw her sitting quietly on a low stool, looking on. She was everything opposite of the personality she 

portrayed on stage. She sat calmly and sober she was everything I would call a wailing widow except that there 

was no wailing and physical tears. 

The look on her face was "oh God what have I done or what am I doing? ". 

I wished to really reach out to her right there, but the atmosphere was all wrong. No privacy. I felt she was 

slaving away her dignity. I think she was so sorry for what she felt she had to do but felt there was no choice. In a 

flash I could see the struggles of a neglected or love-starved teenager trying to do almost anything to be relevant. 

I believed that it won't be a hard choice to make to quit music if she had a different offer even if just to work as a 

A Bleeding Conscience 
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waitress with good pay. 

What scarred me personally asides my failure to minister to her was that she traded so much of what meant a 

lot to her a before a crowd that would hardly remember her after the show and obviously her fame lasted only a 

few minutes. It meant a lot to her forever, but meant so little afterwards to the crowd. It meant torture to me 

because I have a sister and would one day have daughters. I want to use this medium to plead with every reader, 

the price to make a living should never be written in the ink of your dignity or blood. It is never worth it to give 

away your values for fame. The conscience of everyman has boundary around set of permitted actions, don't go 

beyond it. God did not design that the birthing of your beautiful destiny should be by hurting yourself. Your 

destiny is in Christ. Designed by him sustained by His might and love. 

To every female singer and model out there, my heart goes out to you and I understand the humiliation some 

of you face while on set or doing your craft, I want you to know that there is a way up that doesn't involve going 

"down". The industry may be laced with seemingly impossible limits and "exploitative handlers" but please 

know this one thing, Elohim is your Father and He provides the Spirit for might and exploits. Don't do what your 

conscience doesn't permit, because that hurts and lacerates your conscience and invariably bleeding conscience 

leads to the death of conscience, hence a calcification and hardening of the seat of personal ethical judgment. 

Avoid hurting yourself lest you wake up one day on the couch of regrets cuddled firmly in the hands of pain. You 

are a great person, our generation can't ignore that; and there is remedy for you in Christ if you've made the wrong 

choices. 

....Selah. 
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We have fallen, all dust, from His glory
Each in Sin's gutter, has gone astray.
From whence we stood is all wreck and sandy
We have fallen- all dust, from His glory

But His mercy calls, formed us a remedy
So all can once more draw life from His Way
We have fallen; all dust, from His glory.
Each in Sin's gutter has gone astray!

FALLEN DUST AND A REMEDY

Showunmi 
Olawale Micheal

I 
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Let me feed your ears
with what my eyes ate on the street
which poisoned minds with lust...

Akanni,
spread your heart as mat;
let wisdom sit with comfort
as my words roll you into reason.

I saw hell broke into young damsels.
They became demons in flesh, clothed nakedness,
and adorned shamelessness.
They walk about streets leading
to the heart of men:
if your gate is not crossed with watchfulness
your eyes may stray into lustful lost.

Akanni... Tell Alabi
not to be attracted with beauty,
it is facade;
it is wax that melt into vanity in the sun of time.
Their body is burden shaped into femininity;
their skin is an attractive distraction;
their beautiful road leads to ugly destination.

Let not your heart be mind-full of their paths,
Akanni, neither let your blinking eyes
trail after straying hips,
lest they tie you to their inviting waist
to become waste disposed in burning pleasure.

Akanni,
the streets are littered with their footprints,
but let wisdom guard your heart,
and obedience your feet,
that Jezebel may not bury claws in your tender dreams.

Elemide Benjamin

JEZEBELS ON THE LOOSE

ISSUE 4
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love was a nightmare before you came around
that hunted my imagination
before it became reality
which i wish i had known it meaning before now

lost in myself which was lost in me
you found me and took me into you
i turned into beats, you turned to song
we produce rhythms that astound ears

deeper, daily, i plunge myself into you
engulfed by you, we became music
humanity thirst for us
after noise thrust their soul into confusion

i wish i could unravel this
but music is what they long to have
as frustration skewered their hearts to regret
and as the street wails, we wail too

i remember the day i lost my confusion
that tarnished in the rays of your trust
my fears became afraid of me
since i embraced your arms of love

you promise me the paradise in your heart
the comfort of your chest and
the peace in your bossom
they will be mine,

i look into your eyes and saw stars
they tell tales of assurance
i have learnt to believe them
through them, i see your soul

then i kept my heart in the skull
and brain under my ribs
so that no one part our eternal paths
beloved, am lost in your love, saviour

Lost in love ISSUE 4
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O infant beautifully beyond description
O Christmas lily come
Be present with a regnum-sacerdotal presentation
Hail the dawn of bliss felix-Navidad day for fame

Oh! Blossom yonder
Serene Weather 
Come Oh! Firm and fire Yuletide
So bliss for a ride

Coming and going Christmas fade 
Memory untold it drains 
The being in here change and mold
Baked predator he sway and swells 

Like the pearl and luster he drive and strides all
Searching and scrolling flow'ry meadows shy
Trembling in glory and lorry heaven shake quake
Sound music's and lyrics bend for him still tall

Merry Xmas

ODOEMENAM JOSEPH

ISSUE 4
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Baby Jesus
the greatest gift 
that God ever gave Mankind
Your presence in our hearts 
this Christmas
is indeed precious and priceless gesture
and that's why on this merry day
I can't help but welcome you 
into my mind, heart and soul
and cleanse me all 
sins seen and unseen.

Baby Jesus

Kariuki wa Nyamu

ISSUE 4
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Micheal Oluseun

When Jesus came to Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, 'who are the people saying I am?' well 

they replied, some say John the Baptist, some say Elijah; some Jeremiah or one of the other prophets. “Then 

He asked them, 'who do you think I am?” Simon Peter answered, “The Christ, the Messiah, and The son of 

the living God. God has blessed you, Simon, son of Jonah, “Jesus said, for my Father in heaven has 

personally revealed this to you- this is not from any human source. 

 (Matthew 16:13-17, The Living Bible)

A
n identity is the knowledge of who a person is. According to the oxford learners' 

dictionary, identity refers to the characteristics, feelings or beliefs that distinguish a 

person from others. It represents that elements or core that gives a man the disposition 

and expression obtainable from such a life when interacting with the members of his environment. Identity 

is not the double nomenclature occasioned by biosystematics as designed or written as a name on a card, or 

the labeling on a door office. It is the spring that issue out the waters that affects others either positively or 

negatively. Your identity is not your name or position but the unconscious man that gives a passive or active 

response when the life orders call for one. The identity of a man is built on the foundation of tribe, 

professional standing, and family responsibilities and is the offshoot of encounters and experiences acquired 

through the feed of time.

Can you ask yourself, who am I? What is my identity? What are the basic elements that influence my 

decision making? What is rated most highly before I take a step?

Various identities prevail in the life of a man per time, and this depends on the stage of living and the 

interests of such a life. A teenage girl would possibly be a student, apprentice and a child at the same time 

while a male adult on the other can be a father, manager, church worker, or a kind of professional all at the 

same time, Prevailing identities in people's lives dictates the decisions different individuals make when faced 

with similar situations, depending on the requirement for success, survival and self enhancement, individual 

respond based on one or a combination of identities. When a situation demands for your tribal insights in 

order to prosper you, you can respond as a Yoruba man, when another demands family considerations, you 

YOUR PRIME IDENTITY
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Take a quick appraisal, have you ever been a Christian or does the love of God play the ruler in your 

decision making? You have been a child, mother, father, wife, a teacher, and so on, several identities has 

ruled your life, but is your faith in God the prime identity? Does being a Christian transcend all other 

responsibilities in your actions?

The opening scripture tells the story of Jesus our standard and our pattern life clarifying and setting 

the knowledge of his disciples aright as to what His identity is. Jesus affirmed here as seen in many other 

scriptures his identity as the son of God sent to save the people of the world from the tyranny of sin. And 

this is the identity that prevailed in every decision He made, it was the only thing that mattered, though a 

Jew by birth, tribe, and lineage, son of Mary, brother to James, and a carpenter by profession, Jesus 

affirmation was the theme of His life and never for once lived as nothing else but the son of the living God. 

When asked to judge the woman caught in adultery (John 8:1-11), His response was not that of a Jew, 

neither as a carpenter when caught in sinking boat (Mark 8:35-39) nor as Mary's son at the wedding at 

Canaan of Galilee (John 2:1-11). On every occasion of demand and at every juncture of need, Jesus Our 

Lord and Master responded as the Son of God and that was the only identity that ruled His living.

The confusion of the people of Jesus time on earth did not influence him to live otherwise, or make 

him deviate from being the son of God. Despite the profession and expectation by some that He was some 

prophet of old, or as the son of the carpenter, Jesus never lived as thus, but was perfect in living as the savior 

of the sinning world, the Christ.

What kind of person are you in your school and workplace? What influences and guides your 

decision? Is it your present situation and predicament? When you experience hard knocks and unpleasant 

side of life, how do you react? When you are pissed off or offended, what are your actions and reactions? In 

your relationship, how do you respond to issues? Is it as occasion demands or how you feel at that particular 

time, or as a child of God?

What is your identity? What are you known with or known for? Are you the sister that is known by 

her harsh and abusive words? Are you the brother that is known as the god of thunder, always fighting and 

causing trouble? Are you the type that is always depending on things of the world to look good? Do you 

have inward beauty? What is your identity?
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A character in the bible that lived His faith in Christ Jesus as His prime and sole identity was Paul 

the apostle, in almost all of his epistles; He was careful, deliberate, and meticulous and consciously showing 

His identity as a child of God, even though He was a prominent tentmaker by vocational training, a Hebrew 

by birth, a Pharisee by religious beliefs, a lawyer of Jewish customs but all of this were irrelevant when He 

wanted to describe His identity and His personality, the wheel on which His life was pivoted was His 

relationship with Jesus as His apostle, His life decisions were made as an apostle of Christ and not on His 

ndqualifications, Apostle Paul's profession brought him so many trials and challenges and peril(2  Corinthians 

11:23-27), but despite all He faced based on His identity with Jesus, there was no relenting but a continual 

pressing towards the fulfillment of divine purpose (Philippians 3:4).

Jesus was trained as a carpenter but lived as Christ, Luke was trained and practiced as a 

doctor/physician but lived as missionary of Christ (Colossians 4:14), Paul was the tentmaker who is an 

apostle of Christ (Acts 18:3), and Timothy, though a Greek was a bishop of a church.

What is the definition of your living? Is it as Christian or according to the philosophies and guiding 

principles of your profession? Do tribal insights and familial demands dictate your choices? We have to 

come to the point where Jesus and nothing else has to be our identity, every other decisions we make based 

on other factors apart from Jesus will only hinder God's blessing and true realizations of who we are in God.

Let Jesus Christ be the prime identity in your decision making, for you to even make this choice, 

Jesus must be the only and most important factor.

(Matthew 14:33, Luke 8:28, John 9:35, John 20:31, Philippians 3:7-8)              
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One day, I will build a church
Where man is the Building
And bricks just for living
Lives will be pruned
Not to please the preacher
But to reach the sinner

One day, I will build a church
Where talents rule
without mediocrity
Instead of choir Poetry will sing
The preacher may talk
but he wont be seen
And drama comes, we will all play

One day, I will build a church
Where symphonies become
our melody of hope
As we get lost in His Presence
Our yearnings find peace

We will pick money from the ground
After laying down our arms
Making our gifts till the soil
While we work more on sharpening our skills

One day, I will build a church
Where the pockets of man is not priority
But what a mans mind can do
We will raise a tower of babel
Towards the first goal of our existence
And when we have no more bricks to lay
We may just lay down our lives
And let the burden of this
talents continue to linger

One day, I will build a church
With my pencils and other things

One day, I will build a church
Our offerings will not be in tokens
They will be taken
From our wealth of resources
After men will live on talents
We will invest five pennies
His showers will shine our silver

One day, I will build a church
With my pencil and other things
Creative but not assuming
In that day I fear I wont be here
The  things I created might have erased me

One day I Will Build A Church

Enigmatic 
Olumide Bisiriyu
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In the silent and cold nights,
When the stars thronghola
In twinkling lights
Across the distant brooks,
A lone Shepherd's gleeful looks
Tell the memory of Bethlehem song
And the undying themes
In the immortal hymns. 

BETHLEHEM SONGS

Shola
balogun
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Chalya Princess Miri-Gazhi is a Nigerian whose short story fiction, titled, Kokosikoko, was recently 
published by Kalahari Review. An MBA graduate from the University of Hull, UK, she runs her own small 
business in corporate event facilitation while pursuing her passion for writing. She grapples often with the 
question of diversity, often exploring the strength of diverse influences in her multi-ethnic Nigerian nation.

Elemide Benjamin Odunayo is a poet, short story writer, and events moderator. He is a the visioneer of 
The Great Minds; a group of young people who hopes to influence the society of youths. He believes 
happenings in the society are enough inspirations for any writer. He loves to read books, but places priority 
on his Bible.

Enigmatic Olumide Bisiriyu is a Poet, Cinematographer, and Real Estate Consultant. He promotes Poetry with 
his Blog, EGC ( ) and he helps budding talents to grow.www.egcrea�vity.blogspot.com

Kariuki wa Nyamu is a passionate Kenyan poet, radio playwright, editor and high school teacher. He holds a 
BA Education (English and Literature) from Makerere University, Uganda. He is published in A Thousand 
Voices Rising (2014), Boda Boda Anthem and Other Poems (2015), Best New African Poets 2015 Anthology, 
Jalada Africa 04: The Language Issue (2016), Love- A Collection of Poetry and Prose on Loving and Being in 
Love (2016), Parousia Magazine Issue 2, Dwartonline Blogazine Issue 2, among others. He is presently 
pursuing an MA (Literature) at Kenyatta University, Kenya. He is a practicing Christian and attends the 
Anglican Church.  

Osinloye Jumoke is a young Nigerian artist who hails from Ogun state and currently resides in Ibadan where 
she studies Insurance at The Polytechnic, Ibadan.

Luisa Kay Reyes has had poems featured in the Set Sail For Poetry, I Spy Poetry, A Kaleidoscope of Poetry, 
and the How Sweet It Is anthologies published by the Stark County District Library.  She has also had 
poems published in The Sleuth zine for Nancy Drew sleuths and The Silkworm poetry anthology published 
by the Florence Poet's Society.  Recently, her poem "A Christmas Poem" was declared a first place winner 
by the Sixteenth Annual Stark County District Library Poetry Contest.  In 2007, she received Honorable 
Mention in the Alabama Meter Readers International Limerick Contest and First Place in the Florence Poet's 
Society Limerick Contest.  And just this month, her poem entitled "Nancy Drew  . . . " was published in the 
Nancy Drew Anthology published by the Silver Birch Press.  She has just recently started writing nonfiction 
and was pleased to learn that her piece entitled "Dinner On The Grounds" was accepted by the Fire In 
Machines literary anthology for publication.   

Michael Oluseun is a young Nigerian writer.

Nome Patrick Emeka is a-20-year old budding poet and writer who expresses his grief and joy in words. 
He is a student of the University of Benin.

Odoemenam Joseph Echezona (Jos-Reno the Post), Hails From Uturu in Isiukwuato Local Government 
Area of Abia State. He is a Young Teenager of St. Peter's Seminary, Okigwe in Imo State Nigeria (P.M.B. 
230). He reside at Abia State University Bursary Department, Uturu In Isiukwuato Local Government of 
Abia State (P.M.B 2000) born to the family of Mr. & Mrs Jude Odoemenam.

He is a young promising guru, who enjoys, reading, writing, music, sports and stage performance to mention but 
few. He is a renowned passionate literary artist with various, poems and essays to his credit.

About The Contributors

http://www.egcreativity.blogspot.com
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Onwuchuruba, Francis Ikedichukwu holds a B.Agric in Soil Science and Meteorology from Michael 
Okpara University of Agriculture, Umudike, Abia State and he is currently a Corps member. He hails from 
Imo State. As a promising and zealous writer, he contributed to his school's annual magazine publication, 
MOUAU Heralds and also with Soil Science Society of Nigeria (SSSN) Newsletter. Few of his poems have 
been published with PAROUSIA Magazine. He has numerous works on Poetry, Prose and Drama that are 
still awaiting publications.

Rick Davis lives in  the Logan Square neighborhood of Chicago,  Illinois, USA., with his wife.  He is a 
graduate of Northeastern  Illinois University, and has completed graduate work at several schools.  He has 
worked in market research, and  in  several customer  service positions.

Samuel Kamugisha is a Ugandan journalist, poet and fiction writer. Born 25 years ago in Bushenyi, western 
Uganda, Kamugisha read Journalism and Communication at Makerere University and won the 2015 
TabereMudini Award, sponsored by Monitor Publications, for his academic excellence.
 A former journalist with The Observer, Kamugisha is currently an editor at Living Word Publications, a 
Christian publishing house based in Kampala-Uganda.
Kamugisha's poetry and prose have been published in Coursework Love: stories and poems from The Hill of 
The Learned, a collection about university life; NibsTears; African Crayons; and Parousia Magazine. 
His two poems,  and  were long listed for the 2016 Babishai Niwe Poetry Award. Flying Papers Priori�es

Simeon Sodeinde aka Old-Rugged is a 24year old Christian who is a Microbiologist by profession, he 
graduated from the first and the best University of Ibadan and is presently a youth Corp member serving in 
Jigawa. He is also a graphics artist, writer, teacher, drummer to mention just a few. Other write ups from him 
can be read on www.oldruggedredemption.wordpress.com.

Shola Balogun,playwright,poet and writer whose creative Muse is the
Mystic ladder of the Yoruba world and Judeo-Christian thoughts,is from
Yoruba South-Western part of Nigeria,West Africa.

He was the winner of the First Educare Trust's OLAUDAH EQUIANO POETRY
PRIZE(2002)and the FESTIVAL OF PEACE POETRY AWARD(2OO5)organized by
the Institute of African Studies,University of Ibadan.

He is the author of a collection of Poetry,THE CORNWOMAN OF JURARE &
OTHER POEMS(2007).

His other books are:

THE WRESTLING OF JACOB,

DEATH AND SUICIDE IN SELECTED AFRICAN PLAYS,

and, PRAYING DANGEROUSLY:THE CRY OF BLIND BARTIMAEUS

(available at Amazon and Select bookstores)

http://babishainiwe.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Longlist-2016.pdf
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His play EGUE EGHAE, is ready for the stage.

Balogun also writes stories for Children.
He has featured as a guest writer and contributor,especially in the areas of poetry and Postcolonial 
studies/dramatic criticism to Magazines,Anthologies and Journals,including International Journal of 
Research(Edupedia Publication Scholar Support Scheme),60 Years of The Muse At U.I(edited by Professor 
Femi Osofisan),Poetic Passions:An Indo-Nigerian Anthology of Poetry(edited by Mutiu Olawuyi and 
J.S.Anand), Bewildering Stories,Tuck Magazine,The Bitchin' Kitsch,Ovi.

Showunmi Olawale Michael also known as SOMwrites or SOMpoetry is an indigine of Ogun state, Nigeria. 
He is a graduate of Accounting from Moshood Abiola Polytechnic(MAPOLY), Abeokuta. He is fond of 
political satires, nature, love, religious themes. He has been published in several poetry anthologies, 
including: 'Wind of
Change' (BPPC Anthology), 'Epistle of Lies', 'Via Grapevine II'. Many of his poems have also appeared in 
the Words Rhymes & Rhythm poetry sharing platform( ). He was the winner of the May www.poetry.wrr.ng
edition of the Brigitte Poirson Poetry Contest(BPPC) 2015, and the winner of the maiden edition of the 
Albert Jungers Poetry Prize(AJPP) 2015.

http://www.poetry.wrr.ng
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PAROUSIA Magazine is open for submissions. 

Interested in Fiction, Creative Non Fiction, Poetry, Review, Interview, 

Photography, Painting, 

Drawing, Graphic and other creative art works.

Submission is open to every writer regardless of age, experience or 

location. 

For submission guidelines, visit the submission page on the website  

www.parousiamagazine.wordpress.com  

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

http://www.poetry.wrr.ng
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